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NEW PRODUCTS

New product previews
New launches and innovations are the very essence of TFWA World Exhibition. This year,
there is once again an exciting range of new products from exhibitors across all
product categories. A broad selection are highlighted here, with further new product
previews to follow in subsequent issues of The Daily.

Classy
crҮstals
Swarovski will present the Wings of
Fantasy collection for Fall/Winter 20112012 at TFWA World Exhibition.
It is the final chapter of the Beyond
Nature trilogy jewellery collection by
artistic director Nathalie Colin.
The new collection comprises two themes
– Cabinet of Dreams and Mysterious
Disguise – which are designed to reflect
the two extremes in the life of an artist,
from the serene setting of the dressing
room to the performing stage.
The Polly theme is designed to reflect
childhood, and this includes a doll pendant

Unisex
scent

featuring long plaits decorated with
crystal, and a red leather dress bearing
mini crystals and hand-stitched flowers.
Meanwhile, the People necklace features
the refined Pointiage technique, with each
crystal encircled by crystal sequins or
briolettes with Aurora Borealis highlights.
The Paloma necklace and Prelude bangle

Visitors to the Ajmal stand will have

are also included in the collection.

the opportunity to preview a brand new

Within the Mysterious Disguise theme is

fragrance at TFWA World Exhibition. For

the Parade necklace, which is structured

the first time, Ambre Pimenté will be

around a midnight blue crystal and

presented ahead of its launch into travel

threaded violet stones, alongside the

retail markets this autumn.

Nirvana Petite ring and Pony bangles.

The fragrance, presented as a 100ml

Also being presented in Cannes is

Eau de Parfum, is aimed at both the

Swarovski’s first ever Hello Kitty collection.

male and female markets. Notes of

The collection is made up of seven

amber and spice are mixed with cedar,

necklaces and pendants and among them

guaiac wood and musk to create a

is the Hello Kitty crystal pendant, which is

fragrance boasting unique character.

made entirely of elegantly faceted crystal.

Red Village H18

Blue Village C11

Skincare sensation
A variety of skincare products will be

All of the products are proven to be safe

presented on the Christian Breton stand,

and effective and are specifically tailored to

including the Eye Priority range.

target problem areas with the complexion.

The products make use of ‘Cryotherapy’, a

Among the other targeted skincare

concept based on the use of cold to reduce

solutions that will be on show in Cannes

the appearance of under-eye circles,

are the Lip Priority, Age Priority and Neck

wrinkles, puffiness and fatigue. For this

Priority ranges.

reason the products have already proved to
be hugely popular with travellers.

Green Village J41
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Age of
Discovery

version, again a travel retail exclusive, will
be launched in 2012 as part of what will
become a gifting range. Glenfiddich Age of
Discovery II will be a 19 Year Old vintage,
and will be aged entirely in Bourbon casks.
For Hendrick’s Gin, following the success of
the travel retail exclusive Tea Time Martini gift

William Grant & Sons will have its biggest

pack, a new ‘Curiositorium’ gift pack for 2012

category-devoted team to date at this year’s

will be launched at TFWA World Exhibition.

TFWA World Exhibition, led by Rita Greenwood,

Also new for 2012 will be travel retail

managing director global travel retail. “Travel

exclusive The Balvenie Tun 1401, which

retail continues to be the flagship for brand

includes rare and precious liquid from

building and showcasing the premium nature

a number of casks specially selected by

of the William Grant & Sons portfolio. In line

Malt Master David Stewart and married

with this we continue to support the channel

in Tun 1401 at The Balvenie distillery. This

with significant investment in both our brands

year has seen the launch of batch three

and personnel,” she said.

of The Balvenie Forty – the 150 bottles are

A big success in 2011 has been the launch

available exclusively in travel retail.

of the travel retail exclusive 19 Year Old
Glenfiddich Age of Discovery. A second

Iconic
shades

Golden Village GO2

The Anniversary Collection runs
alongside the Best under the Sun Launch
Collection, which features ten frames
drawn from original Polaroid designs
dating from the 1930s to the 1980s.
Polaroid will also present its 2012
Sunglass Collection. From classic
Aviators to generously wide fashion

Polaroid is celebrating 75 years of

frames with just-oversized rounded

innovation and iconic design with the

lenses, the Core Collection offers an

launch of a special Best under the

array of lines for both men and women.

Sun anniversary sunglass collection,

The 2012 season sees the return of strong

which will be presented in Cannes.

colours for men’s frames with gun metal,

The collection is inspired by designs

black, smokey blue and brown, teamed with

from the 1940s to 1980s. Each model

gradient complementary coloured lenses.

comes in two colourways and is

For women, the natural-toned colour

made from TR90 high tensile nylon,

palette now includes burgundy, black and

giving exceptional durability and

plum frames, with lilac and grey lenses.

crystal-clear clarity to the frames.

Also being showcased will be the Trend

To support the 75th Anniversary

Collection and the Premium Collection.

Collection, Polaroid has created a special
‘anniversary tag’ in black and gold.
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Fashionable
fragrance
Parlux Fragrances will introduce

Vince Camuto Eau de Parfum is available

the first scent from Vince Camuto,

in a 30ml, 50ml and 100ml edition, with the

the renowned fashion designer.

recommended retail price ranging from

Vince Camuto has been redefining

$45 to $80. Also available is a 100ml Body

women’s fashion for a generation and

Lotion, which has a price point of $40.

the new fragrance evokes his passion

Camuto is renowned for co-founding and

for elegance, fine design, colour

establishing the Nine West Group Inc and

and European craftsmanship.

has always had a passion for footwear.

The floral scent has top notes of rum

Having created the Camuto Group in

absolute and osmanthus nectar, while

2001, he has since expanded his shoe and

rich leather, Bulgarian white rose and

handbag empire to include coats and belts

night blooming jasmine are apparent

and plans to further expand his collection to

in the heart. Notes of patchouli, warm

include accessories, jewellery and eyewear.

amber, vanilla absolute and soothing
skin musk complete the fragrance.

Top - class
tobacco

Green Village M64

This is available for the Davidoff Classic,
Lights and the Asia-specific Supremes
varieties. These will be available globally
from mid-December until the end of
the Chinese New Year celebrations.
A travel retail exclusive addition to
the Golden Virginia range will also be

Imperial Tobacco International will be

highlighted. The hand-rolling tobacco

presenting the Davidoff Chinese New

brand is now available in an embossed

Year 2012 special edition and the Golden

tin containing 10 x 50g pouches.

Virginia Travellers Edition in Cannes.

The special tin is designed with vintage

Following the great success of the

maritime charts of the Canary Islands,

Chinese New Year sleeve, which was

and it is initially exclusively available to

introduced to celebrate the Year of the

travellers at Canary Island airports and

Rabbit in 2011, an exclusive Davidoff

selected ferries between the UK and Spain.

travel retail presentation for the Year of

Ideal as a destination gift, the Travellers

the Dragon in 2012 has been created.

Edition tin may be adapted for other

An elegant, sophisticated dragon motif

popular British destinations in the future.

is printed both on a special 200 carton
and on the individual packs within it.

Golden Village GO6
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Writing Revolution
Forget everything you know about pens.

because it offers a genuine fifth way

not only a technological breakthrough,

of PARKER Brand, said: “PARKER has

An innovative new writing system from

of writing – and the Parker Ingenuity

it is also a must-have example of

brought innovation to the fine writing

PARKER is set to revolutionise how we

Collection were born out of extensive

contemporary accessory design. Parker

category for more than 120 years. Now we

feel about writing. PARKER aims to

research into consumers’ needs. This

Ingenuity Collection has been created

are doing it again. Combining style with

make a new generation fall in love with

work revealed a need for a single pen

for exclusive use with the Parker 5TH

technology, PARKER offers a solution for

the premium experience of writing by

that combines modernity, superior

Technology; this collection of unparalleled

those who have not yet entered the world

creating a new pen that is as beautiful

experience and convenience. Parker 5TH

style and elegance makes this writing

of fine writing pens but once tried; they

to use as it is to look at: Parker 5TH

Technology is the world’s first writing

system the ultimate accessory for

will definitely become fans forever!”

Technology, the next generation in pens.

system that answers these needs.

today’s stylish man and woman.

The Parker 5TH Technology – so named

The new writing system from PARKER is

Jean-Charles Hita, Global President

Great
gear

ring. The chronograph functions measure

Blue Village A3

60 seconds, 30 minutes and 12 hours. The
GMT version allows globetrotters to keep
track of time at their ‘home base’, thanks
to the inner 24-hour scale, which provides a
second time zone.
The WENGER SQUADRON chronograph
and GMT are available in six executions

Ferreros
finest

The new terrain crossing collection

– a white or black dial in a 316L stainless

integrates WENGER’s unique knowledge of

steel brushed and polished case fitted with

the global trekker’s requirements for travel

either a comfortable yet resistant black

gear with a sleek and sophisticated design.

silicon strap or a solid 316L stainless steel

Key features of the three rolling bags in the

bracelet, and a black PVD treated 316L

collection include rugged outboard wheels,

stainless steel case with a black/white or

telescopic locking pull handle, multiple

black/black dial, fitted with a silicon strap.

carry handles and removable interior
zippered toiletry pocket. The two duffels

Bay Village Bay 15B

Sensual
scents

feature a separate compartment for shoes,
boots, soiled wet clothing, an interior
accessory pocket and adjustable strap.
Fashionable colours are cement grey, with

Ferrero will present the latest additions

black and lime green accents.

to the Nutella, Kinder and Ferrero

Meanwhile, the WENGER SQUADRON

portfolios at TFWA World Exhibition.

is a timepiece dedicated to search and

The company has designed a special

rescue squadron pilots worldwide. It is

commemorative sleeve for the classic

available in two technical executions –

New fragrances from Versace and John

Nutella 350g jar, which turns the popular

chronograph and GMT – which are fitted

Richmond will take centre stage on the

food item into a special gift purchase. The

with a unidirectional rotating bezel. The

EuroItalia stand at TFWA World Exhibition.

sleeve depicts national icons of some of

chronograph version offers functions that

From Versace, Yellow Diamond will be

the destinations around the world in which

are highlighted in red, such as the start and

presented. The luxury fragrance boasts

the product is known and loved, including

stop pusher, which is equipped with a red

notes of citron from Diamante, pear

the Eiffel Tower in Paris, Big Ben in

sorbet, bergamot and neroli, as well as

London, the Statue of Liberty in New York,

orange blossom, freesia, mimosa and

the Taj Mahal in India, and many more.

nymphea. The fragrance is completed

Also being showcased will be the

with ambery woods, palo santo wood and

Kinder ‘Dog Stories’ Range, which is
exclusive to travel retail. The special
Kinder Choco Box, Kinder Surprise T4

Bold cigarillos

musk. The Eau de Toilette is available
in a 30ml, 50ml and 90ml edition.
As well as the fragrance, the Versace Yellow
Diamond Bath Line will also be showcased.

and Kinder Chocolate multipack are
decorated with cute cartoon dogs and

Agio Cigars will be showcasing Mehari’s

the combination of the Java wrapper with

This comprises a 200ml Perfumed Shower

are sure to appeal to young travellers.

Filter Sweet Orient at TFWA World

the aroma is said to give a delicious taste.

Gel and a 200ml Perfumed Body Lotion.

Serge van Wijck, marketing manager,

Exhibition. Mehari’s Filter Sweet Orient

The filter provides a smooth and

Being presented alongside the new Versace

said: “The fact that the new Kinder

was introduced to answer a growing

sweet sensation.

line will be John Richmond Viva Rock.

Dog Stories SKUs are not only cute but

demand for aromatic filter cigarillos. It is

Described as bold cigarillos in

A blend of star fruit, Sicilian mandarin

exclusive to travel retail stores is an

a mild cigar with a subtle sweet aroma;

adventurous packaging, Mehari’s

and cactus flower is complemented

excellent selling point. The previous

cigarillos are synonymous with deep-

by a heart of feminine floral notes

Happy Hippo themed Choco Box and

rooted traditions and adventure. The

of damascena rose, watery jasmine

Kinder Surprise T4 were so successful

finest tobaccos from various parts of

and cherry blossom. The dry down

as gift purchases that we have created

the world – from Indonesia to Central

comprises musks, ambergris and orris.

a new storyline for the youth market.”

and South America – make up its unique

Viva Rock is presented in a crystal glass

An update to the popular Ferrero Rondnoir

and characteristic blends. Mehari’s are

bottle, while the packaging features

product – including an improved recipe

available in five different varieties: Java,

a reinterpretation of the Union Jack.

and more sophisticated presentation

Ecuador, Brasil, Sweet Orient and Filter

A Perfumed Shower Gel, Deodorant

– will also be unveiled in Cannes.

Sweet Orient.

and Body Lotion are also available.

Green Village J35

Yellow Village H49

Riviera Village RE2
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Puig's new
launches Decorative

cookie tins

New exhibitor
During TFWA World Exhibition, Jacobsens
Bakery, a leading Danish cookie
manufacturer, will feature four new
creations – all cookies in decorative tins:
TEDDY BEAR 300g vanilla chocolate chip
cookies; TIVOLI 150g cookies with pieces

Puig will showcase the new Prada Candy

of real fruit and chocolate, four different

Eau de Parfum for women at TFWA World

varieties; MARKET PLACE 150g/340g

Exhibition. It is available in three sizes

selection of traditional butter cookies;

– 30ml, 50ml and 80ml. The range also

and DISNEY chest money bank tins.

includes Prada Candy Shower – a 150ml

“While the concept and image of Danish

rich, moisturising shower gel that gently

cookies is generally well understood and

nourishes the skin; Prada Candy Lotion

appreciated, our new small-size tins offer

– a 150ml hydrating lotion that protects

excitement and added value to travellers

and hydrates while firming the skin; and

and travel retail alike,” according to Bo

Prada Candy Scrub – a 200ml sweet,

Keller, senior sales manager. “With these

exfoliating foam with a creamy texture to

tins and designs, we are able to offer

refine and soften the skin. Prada Candy

improved attractiveness, convenience,

Scrub increases micro-circulation, softly

freshness, and affordability as well as a

hydrating and firming.

broader appeal.”

The fragrance is magnified by White Musks,

Red Village J19

while noble Benzoin comes together with a
modern Caramel accord to give the fragrance
a truly unique signature. The packaging
is bold and unconventional, yet luxurious
materials make it sophisticated and timeless.
Puig will also present the new perfume
Valentina, which is described as a refined
bouquet of fragrances, with ingredients that

Deluxe
tobacco

with tobaccos from certified biological leaf

super
slims

farmers. The range comes in a wooden box
containing five packs, including paper and
a humidity stone, which can increase the

KT&G will introduce the latest tobacco

humidity level of the tobacco to your desire.

products from the Esse, Bohem and

Meanwhile, the Domingo Exclusive

Raison brands at TFWA World Exhibition.

Calabrian bergamot is shaken up by white

Travel Retail kit contains five packs

The flagship brand, Esse, is famous for

Alba truffles. Jasmine, Amalfi orange blossom

in a fabulous iron tin. The strategy is

its super slim cigarette and product

define the femininity and uniqueness of the
Valentino woman. The bouquet of Valentina
blends an irreverent Italian floral oriental.

and tuberose are offset by wild strawberries.

Gryson will present the Domingo brand

simple – great value for operators and

extensions, such as the Esse Compact

Finally, the nobility of cedar is seduced by the

of premium hand rolling tobacco at TFWA

an alternative to other premium roll-

Slim and Esse Aura flavoured super slim,

captivating sensuality of amber.

World Exhibition, with two deluxe products

your-own tobaccos for the consumer.

have recently been introduced.

The intense notes of the perfume perfectly

for travel retail. Domingo Green is an

blend with the delicate purity of the

organic, natural, additive free product,

Marine Village S6

Raison, meanwhile, is highly popular
in South Korea and the appeal of

transparent crystal bottle. The bottle is

the king size cigarette is quickly

topped by a silver ring and a black pearl.

growing. A charcoal filter and herb
flavour provides a clean and smooth

Riviera Village RE19

experience and even the packaging –
which features an image of a cat – is
designed to symbolise the unique way
of thinking and experimental culture
of consumers in their early twenties.
On its sixth appearance at TFWA World
Exhibition, KT&G will also showcase the
Bohem cigar flavoured cigarette. Made
with 30% premium cigar leaves, Bohem
offers a unique taste and aroma. The
distinguishing fragrance furthers the
appeal to smokers who prefer sweet and
profound aromas.

Marine Village S14

Fine Italian
style

into a strap, while a special inside pocket

Boasting design based on Italian artist

can also be used separately as a small

Bruno Munari’s ‘Manifesto Campari’, this

shoulder bag.

is the first-ever range of accessories to be

The distinctive feature of the range is

launched by Campari, who chose to partner

a pocket on the front side of the bag,

with Bric’s to create the line as part of their

highlighted by the centrally placed leather

150th anniversary celebrations.

Bric’s logo. A wide colour range is available,

The Campari Collection comprises a

Bric’s will present the new Sportina bag,

including classic shades like black, ocean,

handbag, travel bag, cabin bag, laptop

which thanks to its innovative design is

safari and olive, as well as a taxi yellow,

bag, cosmetics bag, purse, credit card

marketed as being ‘3 bags in 1’.

mint green, ecru, lobster, electric blue and

holder, notebook holder and keyring. All

The Sportina bag has an innovative handle

more. A striped version is also available.

accessories are made from PVC, with

system, allowing for it to be used as a

As well as the Sportina, a new collection

leather detailing.

shopper, crossbody or handbag. The two

of luggage and accessories will be

side handles, if required, can be turned

presented, in partnership with Campari.

8 – TFWA DAILY
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Inspired
by Hope

II’ is at the heart of the new collection.
The rich colours, freehand designs
and the use of symbolism have been
used to create a modern interpretation
through the jewellery pieces.
The poppy red colour is included
to express love and security, while

Frey Wille’s new Hope jewellery

the golden spirals symbolise

collection, inspired by the Austrian

dreams and wishes.

Symbolist artist Klimt, will be

In total, the collection comprises 21

presented at TFWA World Exhibition.

separate pieces, including bangles,

Klimt was inspired by hope and explored its

watches, earrings, brooches and rings.

meaning and effects throughout his golden
phase, and the celebrated painting ‘Hope

Yellow Village C15

Innovative electronics
Scorpio Distributors will present exciting new

and portable, and has a 7” colour resistive

additions to its range of electronics products

touchscreen. Also from Elonex is the

at TFWA World Exhibition. New from SKROSS

eConnect, a portable Wi-Fi hotspot, which

is the World Adaptor Pro+USB, which ensures

allows users to create a Wi-Fi hotspot with

safe, easy connection of all earthed and

either a USB dongle or via a cat5 cable.

unearthed devices and all USB appliances

Visitors to TFWA World Exhibition will also

in more than 150 countries. The detachable

be able to see the 7” colour eBook, which

and interoperable dual USB top provides a

supports PDF, ePub, HTML and TXT files.

powerful USB charger connection.

Scorpio also continues to build its P&C

Scorpio has recently taken on exclusive

portfolio; all brands will be presented

inflight distribution for Elonex, offering a

in Cannes, including Bourjois, Clarins,

range of top value, on-trend e-products.

Elizabeth Arden, Hello Kitty, OAPLI and

The eTouch is a media tablet that can be

Lancôme, with several new developments.

used to surf the web, email, download
apps, music and movies. It is lightweight
10 – TFWA DAILY
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leather-look duty free box.

J.Cortès
displays
innovation

Each of the packs contains five tins of
10 mini premium cigarillos that can
be easily removed by a handy ribbon.
The brand new concept will be
exclusively available for duty
free shops worldwide.
In addition to the new products, J.Cortès
will also present a number of other lines

This year at TFWA World Exhibition,
J.Cortès will launch Mini and Dominican
Mini cigars in an innovative compact

from its extensive tobacco portfolio.

Marine Village S6

Classy Cognacs
A brand new addition to the

Hine & Co’s Triomphe Cognac.

Davidoff Cognac range, ‘Davidoff

The prestigious Hine Triomphe Grande

XO’ will be unveiled for the first

Champagne blend was first created

time at TFWA World Exhibition.

in 1888 by Thomas Edouard Hine to

The Davidoff XO Cognac is a high-end

celebrate triumphing over the phylloxera

blend, composed only of old Cognacs from

crisis that threatened to wipe out

the finest areas of the Cognac region. The

French vineyards back in 1872 and

result is a modern and elegant Cognac

the heritage has since been passed

characterised by hints of liquorice, prunes

down through several generations.

and honey. Visitors to the CL World Brands

Triomphe is a blend of over 50 selected

stand will be able to preview the new

rare Grande Champagne Cognacs

product during this year’s exhibition.

aged for 50 years or more.

Also being showcased will be a new
ultra-premium packaging for Thomas

Marine Village S7
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Chocobloc White, Chocobloc Dark,
Chocobloc Dark 72% and Chocobloc Orange.

Fantastic
five

Each pack contains five 100g bars and the

Chocolat Frey will present its latest

ingredients are used, such as top quality

concept, which combines the five popular

cocoa beans and the finest Swiss milk.

flavours of the Chocobloc range. For the

Chocolat Frey boasts a market share

first time, all five Chocobloc products

of almost 40% in Switzerland and the

will be presented in one pack, allowing

products continue to enjoy great success in

customers to experience each of the

the travel retail market.

varieties in one product.

Natural
inspiration

The five flavours are: Chocobloc Milk,
at the woman who loves to travel.
Blue is used to represent the sea and sky,
and it is contrasted with black and white,
representing rocks and pebbles. Reds are
combined with the warm brown of the earth,
honey, hazel and corn yellow, while gold and
silver complements the vibrant palette.

Furla will present its new Spring Summer

The materials used come from Italian nature

12 Collection, which is inspired by the

and tradition, with Furla embracing high-

photographic book on the Tuscan Hotel

tech, waterproof neoprene (rubber), buffalo

Il Pellicano from the late American

hide with a reptile skin look, vintage-effect

photographers Slim Aarons and John Swope,

leather and coarse salt and pepper canvas.

and German photographer Jurgen Teller.

Also on show will be the men’s collection,

The collection draws on the intense and

which is similarly designed for travellers.

unexpected colours of the Mediterranean,

A classic, formal look for businesswear

while the choice of shapes and materials

is complemented by a leisure line for the

for the bags is inspired by nature.

young, casual man.

All of the bags are comfortable, spacious,
practical and multifunctional and are aimed

12 – TFWA DAILY
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sophisticated gold packaging makes the fivepack an ideal gift for all kinds of occasions.
As with all of the chocolate produced by
Chocolat Frey, the Chocobloc products
are 100% Swiss-made and only the finest

Blue Village H27
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Special
edition
rum

Bay15B
Bay village
Level 1
www.wenger.ch

Rémy Cointreau Global Travel Retail
will showcase the ‘Nautical Limited
Edition’ created by Mount Gay. The
collectable bottle of Mount Gay
Eclipse Rum features the nautical
flag design of the letter ‘M’ and is
designed to be enjoyed onboard or
wherever rum lovers celebrate the
sailing legacy of the brand.
The Mount Gay Rum Eclipse Nautical
Limited Edition ‘M’ design is released
this month in various global travel
retail locations, such as Australia,
New Zealand, Spain, France, Germany
and the UK, and also onboard Brittany
Ferries and P&O, priced at parity with
the standard Mount Gay Eclipse Rum.
Founded in 1703, Mount Gay Rum
became an integral part of the sailing
community when sailors would bring
back a cask of rum as proof of their
passage across the Atlantic to Europe
from the New World.

Marine Village
Foyer 1A

Kraft
takes
the
biscuit

A strong mix of new offers from iconic
travel retail brands will also be presented.
From Toblerone, the Variety Gift Box will
be showcased, from Cadbury the 26-piece
Cadbury Chunk Box will be on show, while
Milka Popcorn and the Milka Crispello
Pouch will also be highlighted.
Andreas Fehr, KFWTR managing director,
said: “The TFWA World Exhibition has
always been the ideal launch platform
for our new concepts and following our

Kraft Foods World Travel Retail (KFWTR) will

integration with Cadbury, this year we come

present a number of new novelties in Cannes,

to Cannes with a stronger than ever portfolio

including the introduction of the biscuit brand

in all the key confectionery segments –

Oreo to the travel retail channel.

chocolate, gum and candy. In addition, we

A range of six products will be presented

are looking forward to tapping into the highly

as part of the launch of Oreo into travel

incremental potential of the biscuit category

retail. Among these is the Oreo Tin – which

with six exciting creations from Oreo, the

is shaped like a giant Oreo and is full of

world’s number one biscuit brand.”

delicious cookies – the Oreo Chocolate Gift
and the Oreo Travel Pack.

Riviera Village RG5
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Beam Global Spirits & Wine, together
with Maxxium Travel Retail, is focusing

Made with 4-year-old Jim Beam

Modern fashion

bourbon whisky infused with black

New exhibitor

cherry flavour, Red Stag has a

Secret Wish will showcase its first travel

sophisticated, well-rounded taste

retail exclusive fashion jewellery collection

that is 40% ABV. It is a versatile drink,

at TFWA World Exhibition.

designed to raise appeal to non-

In addition to the popular and award-

bourbon drinkers, attracting new

winning iPhone strap, a range of

consumers to the Jim Beam portfolio.

earrings, pendants, necklaces and

A significant pan-European programme

charms will be presented by the

to support the launch of the product

Paris-based company.

kicked off in August at London

The iPhone strap is an accessory for

Gatwick Airport and several other

the smartphone and it ties up to the

key airport locations will also offer

audio output plug. The tip fits both

sampling over the coming months.

3.5mm and 2.5mm mini-jack outputs,

Gareth Brown, director of European

ensuring compatibility with 90% of

travel retail and ME&A, said: “We’re

modern smartphones, including the

really excited about the potential for

iPhone 4, 3GS, Blackberry, HTC

Red Stag in travel retail. Its launch was

and more.

a first for the bourbon category and

Various charms are also sold

reinforces Jim Beam’s credentials as

separately, allowing the product to

the leader in the market.

be customised.

“It reflects our desire to redefine the

The company’s managing

category and recruit new consumers.

director, Nadia Skouri, said:

Flavoured spirits have become

“The iPhone strap is obviously

increasingly popular and Red Stag

a sure bet for any retailer with

allows Jim Beam to lead this trend

its innovative strap and versatile

the likes of Lufthansa, British Airways

in bourbon and draw non-bourbon

ornament, but we are getting a

and Air France, and the company has also

drinkers into the brand and

lot of enquiries for our earrings and

developed the DisplayDrawer, an innovative

the category.”

charms sets.”

point-of-sales display, for inflight sales.

on its new flavoured spirit, Red Stag by
Jim Beam, in Cannes.

Green Village M53

Key inflight listings of the fashion jewellery
products have already been secured with

Wonderful
Welsh
gold
Visitors to the Clogau Gold stand will be
able to preview the new Autumn & Winter
2011 range in Cannes.
The fine jewellery brand, known for its
exclusive content of rare Welsh gold, will
introduce six new collections. These include
Key Notes and Ar Dân, meaning ‘ablaze’ or
‘on fire’, while there will also be additions to
Am Byth, meaning ‘forever’ in Welsh, and the
current best-selling Milestones collection.
In keeping with a celebrated Royal
association, Clogau Gold will be introducing
the Royal Clogau collection and adding the
Pressed Rose inspired suite to Royal Roses.
Between January and June 2011, Clogau
Gold’s travel retail sector achieved yearon-year growth of 360%, while it also
collaborated with Historic Royal Palaces
and sponsored a number of high-calibre
sporting events, such as the Clogau Gold
International Polo.
This growth is expected to continue
through autumn and winter as the
company looks to add to its current
listings on 12 airlines and cruise ships
across Europe, North America and Asia.

Yellow Village D35
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Extreme skincare
Ahava Dead Sea Laboratories will be

treating a maturing complexion.

presenting its new Extreme line of face care

Yacov Ellis, CEO, Ahava: “Extreme is a

products, which provide intensive treatment

breakthrough in revitalising mature skin.

for maturing skin.

By combining the natural skin-healthy

The product is the result of five years of

qualities of ingredients harvested from

R&D and the formula is based on two

these two extremities of the world, we

opposite geographical extremes: the

are helping women to achieve a firmer,

Dead Sea – the lowest point on earth and

smoother and more naturally youthful

the primary source of all Ahava natural,

looking complexion.”

mineral-intensive products – and the upper

In clinical tests conducted by independent

reaches of the Himalayan mountains.

laboratories over a four-week period,

The first two products in the Extreme range

Extreme achieved optimal results in

are Extreme Day Cream and Extreme Night

smoothing the skin surface and reducing

Treatment. These are part of the Time

wrinkle depth.

to Revitalize category, the third level of
intensity in Ahava’s system for progressively

Green Village M62

has been shortlisted in the Star Product

Ideal for
gifting

category at this year’s Frontier Awards.
The recently launched Dark Premium
Collection, the Butlers Floral
Ballotin Collection and the range of
100g bars will also be on show for
visitors to the stand to preview.

Butlers Chocolates will use TFWA World

The last 12 months has seen Butlers

Exhibition as the launchpad for its new

Chocolates expand significantly in travel

deluxe gifting packs. The seasonal

retail, especially in the Middle East and

collections are aimed at traditional gift-

Asia. In fact, offices have recently been

giving occasions, such as Christmas, Eid,

established in both Dubai and Singapore to

Ramadan, Diwali, Valentine’s Day and

support the ongoing growth.

Chinese New Year.
The Irish company will also highlight a
variety of other popular travel retail lines,
including Butlers Premium Collection, which

Green Village L73 /
Mediterranean
Village N17
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ECO-Vodka
Nemiroff will present its new premium
white vodka – Nemiroff Distinct. It is
said to be the first premium vodka

TFWA WORLD EXHIBITION SHOW PREVIEW 2011

As well as the latest products from the

Nestlé’s
New Year
novelties

manufactured in Ukraine that is labelled

Swiss and Kit Kat brands, new additions
to the After Eight and Smarties travel
retail portfolios will be unveiled.
Visitors to the NITR stand will also have
an opportunity to explore the ‘Perfect
Store’ concept. The latest developments,
including key shopper and category
insights gained from the company’s

as ecologically friendly. Nemiroff

Nestlé International Travel Retail (NITR) will

research earlier this year, will be

Distinct has been certified according

introduce two new travel retail exclusive tins

revealed during the course of

to the international standard scheme

to celebrate the Chinese Year of the Dragon.

the exhibition.

ISO 14024:1999 (DSTU ISO 14024:2002).

The tins – in red, silver and gold for Swiss,

This certification confirms the quality,

and red and gold for Kit Kat – are embossed

safety and ecological compatibility of

with Dragon graphics and have a premium

the product. Nemiroff Distinct also has

look and feel. Containing 66

the ‘Eco-friendly and safe’ marking on

Swiss Napolitans and 10

its label – the marking is recognised in

Kit Kat four-finger bars,

35 countries worldwide.

they will be available from

The ingredients used in the

November.

manufacture of Nemiroff Distinct are

“Considered the most

all natural. The base for the vodka is

fortunate year – 12 months

composed of spirit belonging to the

of Luck, Wisdom and

‘Lux’ class and artesian water, which

Longevity – the Year of the

has been filtered through minerals of

Dragon is one which will

pre-Cambrian age. The technology for

be celebrated for the whole

the manufacture of Nemiroff Distinct

year, not just for the New

stipulates 10 degrees of filtration and

Year celebrations,” said Alan

double blending – the base is prepared

Brennan, NITR customer

in advance and later blended with the

marketing manager. “Chinese

natural extract of aloe. It is said to be

New Year in particular is an

the first Ukrainian vodka to contain

important gifting period and

aloe in its composition.

Asian travellers at this time

Blue Village G1
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will be looking for relevant
purchasing opportunities.”

Golden Village GO3
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Sporty
luxury

comes the New York model for men and
women. The models from the Jacques Lemans
High Tech Ceramic Collection have a timeless,
elegant design and premium workmanship.
New lines from the Sports Collection
include the new Liverpool Wood – a striking
chronograph adorned with burl wood on its

Harston Group is highlighting the latest

dial, creating an unusual and impressive

lines from the Jacques Lemans Watch

design with sophisticated elegance. In High

Collection, which focus on sporty luxury,

Tech Ceramic solid stainless steel or solid

feminine elegance and glamorous looks.

stainless steel ip-black, with hardened Crystex

New lines from La Passion Collection

Crystal, the watch is water resistant to 10atm

include the Rome Sports series, available as

and comes with 24-hour indicator, minute

a chronograph or analog watch. The watches

and second counter, date and stop function.

are described as a new definition of cool

Also new is Porto for men. The sporty

sporty luxury and have a solid steel case, are

chronographs have a striking dial

water resistant to 10atm and come with a

design, solid stainless steel case, special

high-grade silicone strap, hardened Crystex

hardened mineral crystex and a high

Crystal and a screwed case bottom. There

grade caoutchouc-grain leather or rubber

are models for both men and women, and

strap with Jacques Lemans lettering.

Rome Sports comes in 18 different colours.
From the Jacques Lemans Classic collection

New
inflight
range

Yellow Village B23

buckle for men sold in a presentation
pack.
• Reversible leather belt for women sold in
a presentation pack.
• Navy blue or red cotton canvas 2 in
1 pouch (can be worn on a belt or
shoulder).

Lacoste is presenting its first exclusive
collection for inflight sale, following

Catherine Bonelli, Lacoste international

months of research and development

travel retail director, said: “In designing

into passenger needs. The new

this range for airlines we have worked

collection of accessories completes

very hard to come up with concepts which

its travel retail portfolio, and has been

are really useful for the traveller and

designed to perfectly complement the

which are, at the same time, something

Lacoste fashion wear and leather goods

different. Pricing is very reasonable so

ranges with the same distinct style.

these are great impulse buy items – both

The new collection offers a range of six

for self and as a gift.”

accessory items designed in navy blue,

The Lacoste inflight collection is available

white and red:

from January 2012.

• Navy blue or red cotton canvas foldable

Riviera Village RH15

shoulder bag with a useful
integral pouch.
• Navy blue or red leather grained
card holder with a subtle
embossed Lacoste
crocodile logo on
the flap.
• Tricolor nylon 3 in 1 multicurrency pouch with snap
closure. This ingenious
idea from Lacoste enables
the traveller to keep his/her
foreign currencies in
different pouches.
• Reversible leather belt with metal
TFWA DAILY – 17

Angelic
chocolate

Bottega
Gold

Il Vino dei Poeti Gold is a special

result is an enrichment of the

sparkling wine from Glera grapes,

fruity bouquet.

which features an exceptionally

The gilding of the bottle, besides

aromatic bouquet. It comes from

its aesthetic impact, protects the

a selection of grapes picked in

wine against any source of light,

the Prosecco area of the Treviso

keeping the features of the Prosecco

province, located in Eastern Veneto,

unchanged for over 12 months. The

Bonardo Travel Retail will showcase

Distilleria Bottega has extended its Bottega

about 25 miles from Venice. In

Chocolat Villars’ new collector’s box –

Gold family with the addition of Birillo – a

this area, which has a special

a special label shape that is

Angels. The Villars Collection boxes are

mini 20cl bottle created to target a young

vine growing vocation, the soil

reminiscent of the foam coming

based on the original prints created for

audience. It adds to the traditional size

guarantees a high concentration

up from wine that has just been

Villars by artists that express the art

bottle, the magnum and the jeroboam.

of mineral salts. The exposure of

uncorked. Il Vino dei Poeti Gold is

nouveau trend of the 1920s.

Distilleria Bottega will also be

the vineyards leads to a strong

distributed in duty free shops and

Each collectable box contains an exclusive

presenting the brand new label of

temperature difference between

in the best wine shops.

assortment of Villars Swiss pralines

the full range of the gilded bottles

day and night, facilitating the

specialities, including milk and dark praline

giving it a new look and charm.

slow maturing of the grapes. The

packaging comes complete with

Yellow Village A16

with wafer chips, milk with almond praline
filling and milk praline with Gianduja
orange. This new collector’s box is said to
be one of the most charming and delightful
that Villars has created.

Blue Village H29

Year
of the
Dragon

of three rich flavours that reflects the region
from which the chocolate is sourced: dark
– Ecuador, milk – Venezuela, and white –
Dominican Republic. The box will be available
to travel retail from December 2011.
Also on show will be Godiva’s 2011 Christmas
Collection, which comprises a selection of
gifts that covers different chocolate offers for

Chinese New Year 2012 marks the start of

various gifting occasions, all in a bright red

the Year of the Dragon, symbolising power,

and gold festive design.

strength and royalty. Godiva will be showing

The Christmas Gift Box contains 20

the perfect gift to welcome in the Year of the

chocolates with 15 unique recipes, including

Dragon at TFWA World Exhibition, using a

seasonal flavours in white (orange and

powerful yet contemporary graphic look and

hazelnut praline), milk (praline bresilienne)

feel with prominent branding and ‘limited

and dark (vanilla cream). Godiva will also

edition’ in gold for a sense of luxury. The

18 – TFWA DAILY

present the Christmas Gift Box, Truffles and

design is embossed for a premium finish and

recipes. This includes five dragon-shaped

a gold ribbon completes the elegant look. The

chocolates made with single origin dark, milk

box contains 15 chocolates with 12 unique

and white chocolate. Each chocolate has one

Christmas Tablet Gift Pack.

Yellow Village F33
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Elite
vodka

existing portfolio.

be revealed. The new packaging

Limited edition elit by Stolichnaya

will highlight its multi-award

will be launched at TFWA World

winning status and exceptional

Exhibition and will retail for $3,000

quality, with a new label featuring

in the US, travel retail (selected
international airports) and key

the iconic Stolichnaya logo
above a black and gold scripted

markets around the world.

reference to the celebrated

SPI Group will be showcasing a wide

300 numbered bottles will be

500-year-old production

variety of new Stolichnaya Vodka products

available, made from ultra-

methods.

and introducing the most recent addition

premium hand-blown Bohemian

Meanwhile, following the

to the wine portfolio, Achaval-Ferrer, at

crystal and enriched with a

majority share acquisition of

TFWA World Exhibition.

golden cap in the shape of an ice

premium Mendoza-based winery

New flavour Stoli Chocolat Razberi is

pick and a golden ring on the

Achaval-Ferrer in April, SPI

being launched in a limited-edition

base of the bottle. Each bottle

Group will present the range

screen-printed bottle from September.

will be presented in a luxurious

for the first time at TFWA World

The combination of fresh raspberries and

wooden and leather case.

Exhibition.

warm vanilla-cocoa notes is an appealing

The revamped, super-premium

new flavour, which complements the

vodka Stoli Gold will also

Beautiful
bangles

Green Village J67

Goldbar
turns 30
Australian jeweller Toscow will debut its
latest collection, Celestial Cascade, at

Classical
fashion

Goldkenn is celebrating the 30th

TFWA World Exhibition.

anniversary of the famous Goldbar by

The collection is said to be inspired by the

introducing three limited edition

shimmering elegance of a waterfall and

products. The Goldbar was

an array of twisting and turning cables –

founded in 1982, combining

adorned with crystals – are designed to

two well-known symbols of

replicate a glittering cascade.

Switzerland – banks and

Included in the collection are pendants,

chocolates – and to celebrate

rings, earrings and bangles, the highlight of

the 30th anniversary,

which is the bangle range, which has multiple

young artist Emmanuel

cascades that move freely. They are designed

Fuchs has been called upon to help

to cater specifically for the requirements of

create a limited edition for the brand.

travel retail, especially inflight sales.

Each of the three bars represents the

are available – Praline, Cappuccino and

The Signature Bangle, which features 21

symbol of Goldkenn: Pure Chocolate,

Selection – and the original packaging

cascades, is the star of the collection. This

Traditional Swiss and Premium. A

has been reworked to create a unique

piece boasts a point of difference with three

special sole recipe has been developed

design ideal for gifting and sharing.

cascades being shiny and larger, giving it

and the limited edition bars will

Swiss Kiss – a new luxurious gift

an intricate three-dimensional look.

be launched in January 2012.

concept – is also being presented

All of the products come with a one-

Goldkenn has also completely redesigned

in Cannes ahead of its launch in

year warranty and are nickel-free, while

its Chocolate Club Collection. This

December, while an update of the Swiss

rhodium and 18K gold plated versions are

consists of three prestige boxes, each

Gold bar is also being showcased.

also available.

Riviera Village RC7

Blue Village D9

containing 12 extra-fine crispy crepes
with premium filling. Three versions

Rosafox will be showcasing its range of
shawls, which are made of 100% natural
materials. The classical Rosafox shawl is its
bestselling product – the materials used are

Ultra detangling

wool and silk, decorated with farmed Finnish
Blue Fox. A wide range of accessories
includes different fur collars and scarves. All
products are manufactured in Finland.

Lait Luminescence is a two-phase hair

the hair from heat and the sun.

Finnish fur breeding is performed ethically

beauty milk for express detangling from

Lait Luminescence is rich in Alaria

and for Rosafox, it is important to use

Leonor Greyl. It is a leave-in, detangling

Esculenta – a seaweed extract collected

environmentally-friendly, natural materials.

styling product, which is used after

along the Breton coast, which is said to

Designer Pirjo Kortelainen has created,

shampooing, on damp hair before blow-

have strong smoothing and protecting

together with a fabric producer, the colour

drying, or before exposure to the sun for its

properties. Cassia Angustifolia, a plant

scheme and the patterns of the wool and

protective properties.

cultivated in Southern India, smoothes and

silk fabrics to match with Finnish Blue Fox.

The ultra detangling treatment allows even

conditions even the driest of hair. Manketti

The registered patent enables Rosafox fur

extremely difficult hair to be managed; it

Oil, also called Mongongo oil, protects hair

accessories to be washable in water. The

also nourishes, protects and beautifies.

against the drying effects of the sun

colour combinations of these exclusively-

After applying a few pumps of the two-

and hairdryers.

designed fabrics for Rosafox are harmonic

phase Lait Luminescence to the hair, the

Lait Luminescence is presented in a 5.25 Oz

and sophisticated.

comb glides through, making brushing

transparent pump bottle.

Marine Village S11

easier, while the hairstyle holds better and
for longer. An anti-UV screen also protects

Green Village M42
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Neck
pillow unit
Travel Blue will be highlighting its MICRO
PEARLS NECK PILLOW Display Stand
at TFWA World Exhibition. Introduced to
display Travel Blue’s most popular neck
pillow, the ‘Mini Pillar’ stand number 019
has proved hugely successful globally and
can now be found in over 150 duty free
shops around the world.
Travel Blue offers clients in more than
100 countries a comprehensive range,
including: Inflatable Fleece covered
pillow, Inflatable Micro Fibre Pillows with
inside layer of synthetic down, Velveteen
Pillows filled with micro beads, and other
different sets.
Travel Blue’s neck pillows join an
extensive range of travel accessories,
from passport holders to laptop bags, with
the added benefit of its Free-Lost-Found
service, which is now being developed as
a global lost property tracing system for
airport authorities internationally.
Among Travel Blue’s other products is its
Laptop case – the wheeled 3140 – which
was awarded one of the Buyers Forum
Frontier 2010 awards.

Red Village M24

Extreme
innovation
Travel Retail Innovations will present the

noise and other ambient noise, resulting in

latest additions to its electronics portfolio,

a perfect sound quality.

including the OnBeat Xtreme docking

A special adaptor provides an optimal

station and the latest travel headphones

connection to the inflight entertainment

from Sennheiser,

system, while the long 1.4m cable allows

The OnBeat Xtreme from JBL is a new

for freedom of movement. Users can easily

docking station for the iPhone, iPod and

adjust the volume via a new integrated

iPad, and it allows users to enjoy music

control unit, which is where the NoiseGuard

wirelessly through Airplay. This means the

function can be switched on and off.

music can be controlled wirelessly from an

The PXC 270 comes with its own luxurious

Apple device.

carrying pouch, which has enough space to

The Sennheiser PXC 270 headphones,

store a small MP3 player as well.

meanwhile, offer improved NoiseGuard
technology, effectively reducing engine

20 – TFWA DAILY
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Stylish
shoes
and bags

New exhibitor

New Exhibitor

Fratelli Rossetti will showcase its

3LAB is making its debut at TFWA World

Autumn/Winter 2011 collection of
bags. They include ‘Elisa’ – a bag
that encompasses all of the brand’s
values: craftsmanship, design
and research, all in one exclusive
accessory. In addition to the single-

Agedefying
solutions

Exhibition, where the company will
present three new cosmetics products.
The new products are inspired
by three continents, combining
advanced US technology with
rare European ingredients and

colour variations presented by Fratelli

innovative Asian concepts.

Rossetti in its collection, Elisa is

The first of the three new products is

also available in a made to order

Super Eye Treatment, which smoothes

version that can be personalised

and refines wrinkles, tightens under-

by combining together colours and

eye sagging, reduces puffiness and

materials to create a bag that is

brightens dark circles. It combines

unique and exclusive.

skin care benefits with camouflaging

The ‘America’ bag is part of the Blend

properties to both treat and illuminate

In Collection, which combines the

the delicate area around the eyes.

creativity of Fratelli Rossetti and Los

Also being showcased will be the

Angeles designer George Esquivel.

Perfect Lips product. Providing

The bag combines a sophisticated

intense, long-lasting hydration while

silhouette with elements that make it

treating fine lines and wrinkles, it

practical and stylish. Made of calfskin,

adds volume to improve the contour

its deconstructed workmanship makes

of the lips and adds definition to the

it naturally soft.

lip line. Anti-oxidants and botanicals

Fratelli Rossetti will also present its

help protect against free radicals

Autumn/Winter 2011 collection of

and keep the lips plump and moist.

women’s shoes. ‘Rebecca’ is the key

The third new product being introduced

model for the winter season: a lace-up

is Perfect BB Cream SPF 40. This

in aged-effect calfskin with a tapered

solution is designed to regenerate

shape, inside platform sole and a tear-

new skin cells, brighten, moisturise

shaped heel. Meanwhile, the lace-ups,

and protect the skin with a powerful

Magenta boots and Brera moccasins

SPF 40, and provide light coverage

are considered Fratelli Rossetti icons.

with a hint of sheer colour.

Red Village L7

Green Village L63

Luxury
vodka
Finlandia Vodka makes its long-awaited entry
into the luxury category when it introduces
its new high-end vodka, Platinum, at TFWA
World Exhibition. Platinum is made with
Finland’s purest glacial spring water and
finest six-row barley. It is hand-crafted under
the supervision of Finlandia Master Taster
Marku Raittinen, passed over a bed of Finnish
birch chips and then finished through slow
arctic chilling to ensure ultimate smoothness.
“Platinum is a terrific addition to the
Finlandia portfolio and should prove to
be popular in the Travel Retail/Duty Free
marketplace. Finlandia is already globally
recognised for its quality and taste, and a
luxury vodka like Platinum will only enhance
its reputation among connoisseurs of high
quality spirits,” said Jim Perry, BrownForman’s managing director of Travel Retail.
Another of Platinum’s special
attractions is the bottle itself, which
was a collaboration between noted
contemporary Finnish designer Harry
Koskinen and Ken Hirst, an awardwinning package designer. The striking
Platinum bottle depicts the essence of an
icy Nordic landscape and is inspired by
the natural beauty of Finland.

Green Village M70
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Gifting
with
Guylian
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Skin regeneration

‘Preppy
Time’

Taking centre stage on the La Colline

the CMAge Pure & Mat Fluid from the

stand will be NativAge La Crème, the first

SwissEntials range. The product is

anti-aging skincare to offer the ultra-

designed to combat oily skin and, at the

New exhibitor

effective action of Eco-Generation.

same time, the signs of cutaneous aging.

Tommy Hilfiger is exhibiting for the

Guylian is this year introducing

The active ingredient, Cell Life Extender,

Also being presented from the

first time at TFWA World Exhibition.

new gifting concepts at TFWA

has the capacity to neutralise free

SwissEntials line will be CMAge First

It is described as a premium lifestyle

World Exhibition.

radicals, the molecules that are one of

Cellular Emulsion, which has been created

brand, appealing to those seeking a

The brand’s icon – Guylian Seahorse

the main causes of cutaneous ageing.

to provide essential everyday skincare for

new interpretation of classic American

Chocolates – will be presented in a stylish

This action is supplemented by the three

all skin types.

style. The brand offers an extensive

new gift box, combining the original

properties of the new CMAge Complex:

marbled chocolates with a dark variation.

oxygenation, hydration and protection.

Each seahorse chocolate is made

The result is energised and oxygenated

children’s apparel, footwear, swimwear,

with 100% pure cocoa butter and

skin, which is firmer and more radiant,

accessories, fragrances and denim that

Belgian chocolate, filled with Guylian’s

and the hydration and protection allows

reflect the brand’s classic American

signature hazelnut praline.

the skin to regenerate, reducing wrinkles

cool DNA.

Steven Candries, export & travel retail

and fine lines.

Tommy Hilfiger will be showcasing its

director, said: “With this new gift concept

In usage tests carried out over 28

menswear, womenswear, childrenswear

Guylian reinforces its leadership in the

days, 83.1% of women reported more

and accessory collection at TFWA World

seashells segment. The seahorse is by

comfortable skin, 79.7% said they had

Exhibition. The new menswear collection

far the most loved shape in our seashell

softer skin and 78% reported suppler skin.

draws inspiration from the iconic preppy

collection, so with this line extension we

La Colline will also be showcasing

styles and attitudes of 1960s America.

Yellow Village E39

lifestyle that spans a wide variety of
products, including men’s, women’s and

really respond to a consumer desire.”

Spiritually at home on the East Coast –

The new box contains 16 chocolates,

Boston, Connecticut and New England

with a hardboard lid, and fits into

– it announces itself as ‘Preppy Time’.

the upscale gifting segment.

The collection is focused on relaxed

A truffle variation is also being added
to the Guylian portfolio. The traditional
Belgian truffle has a smooth and
intense milk truffle filling and is
dusted with fine cocoa powder.

Underberg
anniversary

The new Luxury Belgian Collection,

silhouettes, where oversized knitwear
features varsity-inspired details and the
classic chino is reworked in corduroy.
The womenswear collection combines
classic, sporty and urban styles,
reinterpreting heritage items, adding a

an assortment of Guylian favourites,

Underberg is celebrating its 165th

original Asbach Uralt. Loreley unifies the

distinctly contemporary twist – with new

will also be highlighted in Cannes.

anniversary with the new Underberg

harmonious Asbach Uralt taste with the

shapes, fabrics and details.

The new gifting product is available

Gift Tin, 2012 Anniversary Edition.

fine-fruity aroma and subtle bouquet of

in a 16-piece or 24-piece variation.

Meanwhile, XUXU – a combination

Riesling Auslese wines. Only the best,

of sun-ripened strawberries, a hint

fully-matured grapes are used.

Mediterranean
Village P13

of crystal clear vodka and a dash of
lime – has a new look, featuring

latest creation from the House of

GRASOVKA, a unique vodka

Schlumberger for the premium

speciality from Poland, also

sparkling wine market. Rosé

has a new look with elegant

Secco is pure indulgence from

labels giving the bottle a

Pinot Noir grapes and produced

high-class appearance. The

according to the ‘Méthode

blade of real bison grass in

Traditionelle’ – the classic

every bottle gives GRASOVKA

champagne method.

and aromatic experience.
GRAppleSOVKA is the signature drink,
combining GRASOVKA with apple juice.
Recently launched to the duty free

Meanwhile, new packaging has
been launched for Amarula Cream
Liqueur. The bottle has been enhanced
with an elegant, more premium appeal.

market is a new composition of the

Red Village K19

sophistication and urban sensibility.

through Tumi Select Travel Retail stores

The Civilian Collection of day bags and

throughout the EMEA region. Other

business cases is layered with hidden

colours in the Civilian Collection are also

details. Its clean, modern styling is

available worldwide through all channels in

brought to life with ultra-functional

combinations of Black/Ice and Green/Black.

pockets and versatile compartments to
organise essential gear and accessories.
Tumi, a leading international brand of

All Civilian Collection bags are made

premium travel, business and lifestyle

from lightweight, durable and water-

accessories, is launching ‘Bronze’ – a

repellent nylon fabric with contrasting

new colour addition to the T-Tech by Tumi

pops of colour and leather trim details.

Civilian Collection. This new colour will

The collection includes a variety of

be available exclusively in travel retail.

crossbody bags, day bags, messengers

The Civilian Fall 2011 Collection, destined

and backpacks.

for world markets, combines casual

The ‘Bronze’ group will be available
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Schlumberger Rosé Secco – the

sparkling gold.

its natural aroma, flavour

Fashion
firsts

Also new is the stylish and fruity

Riviera Village RG14

Riviera Village RA4

DANCE & LOUNGE
Riviera Beach

Monday 19 to
Thursday 22 September
22.00-02.00

THE NEW SMART WAY
TO MAKE THE MOST OF
TFWA WORLD EXHIBITION

DUTY FREE & TRAVE
TRAVEL RETAIL
EVE
PREMIUM EVENT

EXHIBITION
A brand new world

Non contractual visual

Cannes 18-23 Sept. 2011

Download the app from TFWA.com

